Julie Hill
Competition Obedience Seminar
October 21-22, 2017
Agility Handling Seminar
October 20, 2017
Council Bluffs, Iowa
Julie’s working seminars emphasize motivation in the training process. During the obedience seminar on Saturday and Sunday
she will discuss all of the obedience exercises in the context of creating and maintaining “the utmost in willingness and enjoyment,” as well as performance consistency. She incorporates play, games, tricks, and rewards into each phase of training from
foundation to advanced. Saturday’s seminar will concentrate on heeling, fronts, and finishes, with Sunday’s seminar delving in
to Open and Utility. Participants are given lots of exercises and floor time to try out Julie’s methods, and to have problem
exercises addressed. Fifteen working spots and fifteen audit spots will be available, with private lessons available on Thursday
afternoon and possibly on Friday if the agility seminar doesn’t get enough participants to be held.
The agility seminar on Friday will focus on handling technical courses, as well as on skills that improve efficiency and help to
present the most strategic path for the dog. The courses will be run in their entirety and then broken down into smaller
sequences, so that specific skills and options can be discussed and perfected. In addition, there will be separate drills to help
teach and practice those techniques. If there are any obstacle performance issues, those may also be addressed. Limited to 12
working spots.
Julie’s dogs, past and present:
Greyhound: OTCH The Merry Prankster UDX TD OA OAJ JC
Novice A to OTCH dog; HIT from Novice A; first Greyhound OTCH; multiple tournament placements.
Bloodhound: CH Masterpiece Maybe I’m Amazed CDX TDX NA NAJ MT
All-breed HIT out of Open A; Top Ten placement in Novice at Cycle tournament.
Pointer: OTCH MACH3 U-CD Longtrail Piece of My Heart UDX6 MXC MJC
48 HITs; 32 H/C; “Ultimate Dog” at All-Star Performance Dog Association tournament; first Pointer MACH.
Pointer: MACH2 Moorland Up and Running UDX OM1 MXS MJB MXF
HITs out of Novice, Open, and Utility; 5th place in Finals in 24” class at 2008 AKC Agility Invitational.
Belgian Tervuren: NAC OTCH MACH7 Chiron Incyta More Smarts UDX5 OGM MXG2 MJC2 MFB TQX T2B
First place (2012) and second place (2014), both with class placements, in the 24” class at AKC Agility Nationals; Wins and placements in 24”
class at multiple AKC Agility Invitationals; 37 HITs; 25 H/C; Top 20 Finalist at 2015 NOC, 2016 Westminster Agility Finalist
Belgian Malinois: MACH Up&Running Double-Edged MXS MJG MXF and Terrier X: Up&Running A Mile A Minute MX MJB MXF
Julie Hill Competition Obedience and Agility Seminars
Name:________________________________________
Working spot is $225 for two days of obedience, $125 for agility, auditing is $50
per day, please indicate which seminar:__________________________________________________________________________________
Private lesson Thursday afternoon or possibly Friday, one hour, $75: (available only to those with working or auditing spots):_____________
Address:___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Phone:___________________________

E-mail Address:_________________________________________________________________

Breed of Dog:______________________

Dog’s Training Level or problem:__________________________________________________

Return form with check dated 10/1/17 made out to Gerianne Darnell for $225 for working or $100 for auditing, and due to the limited number
of private lessons available, please send a separate check for $75 for an hour long private lesson if you would desire one. Privates will be filled
on a first come/first serve basis. A waiting list will be maintained for both the seminar and the private lessons. Lunch is included in the price of
the seminar. Your post-dated check is a commitment to attend. Send check and form to hold your spot to: Gerianne Darnell, 11092 240th St.,
Council Bluffs, IA 51503 Questions: GerianneDarnell@aol.com

